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ABSTRACT 
Previously published control strategies for magnetic bearings prima-
rily focus on linear optimal control techniques. Whlle these methods 
afford many advantages, conspicuously absent from the literature are 
detailed attempts at nonlinear control. Here, we obtain the equations of 
motion of an overhung flexible rotor supported in magnetic bearings 
with two different levels of model sophistication. We derive a generic 
nonlinear controller in the manner of feedback linearization, and com-
pare the eigenanalysis and transient response of the two rotor models 
under the action of this "perfect model" controller. We then proceed to 
obtain a robust nonlinear controller through the sliding mode technique 
and demonstrate that robustness by implementing it on an uncertain 
model. 
INTRODUCTION 
Magnetic bearings have been receiving increasing attention recently, 
and a wide spectrum of literature exists in the field (Geary, 1963, 
Humphris, 1985). Much of the literature which discusses control top-
ics concentrates on linear optimal control techniques (references [7], 
[9], [10], [14], [ 18]). Linearizing the dynamics of magnetic bearing sys-
tems about the bearing center at a nominal speed affords opportunities 
for linear quadratic Gaussian optimal control. Since much of contem-
porary engineering activity appears to be directed at synthesis and opti-
mization of the design process, linear techniques are justifiably popular. 
Maslen ( 1991) provides an excellent discussion of this synthesis in 
magnetic bearing design. Indeed, Burrows et. al. (1988) posit that lin-
earized systems" ... can be justified on the basis that there is a large body 
of knowledge to aid in the design of linear control systems but the de-
sign of nonlinear systems is still less well-defmed." 
As a practical matter, the issue appears to be not so much concerned 
with the possibility of a viable nonlinear controller, as with an adequate 
nonlinear observer. In general, nonlinear control laws frequently re-
quire full state feedback. For real systems, this is often a great hin-
drance, as many of the states either cannot effectively be measured, or 
can only be measured at great cost and inconvenience. Thus, the prob-
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tern evolves into one of designing an effective controller/observer com-
bination, and this is elegantly provided by linear control theory. The 
well known separation principle of linear systems provides for closed 
loop system stability when the poles of the controller and the observer 
are independently stable (Kailath, 1980). This, of course, means that 
the observer and the controller can be designed independently, and the 
combination is assured to be stable. This principle, however, is predi-
cated on linear dynamics, and is not necessarily applicable to nonlinear 
systems, in the general case. Nevertheless, much research has been 
done to address nonlinear observer design in an effort to make nonlin-
ear compensators applicable to a wider class of problems (Slotine et. al. 
1987, Raghavan, 1992, Raghavan and Hedrick, 1990). 
Still, one wonders what advantages (or, disadvantages) might result 
from implementing nonlinear controllers on these increasingly popular 
bearing systems. Pradeep and Gurumoorthy ( 1993) have discussed the 
issue at one level, but we hope to provide a more explicit examination 
here. Specifically, we focus on the robustness of nonlinear control as 
provided by the sliding mode technique. Flexible system modelling, of 
course, may be done at different levels of sophistication, guided in part 
by the frequency range within which one expects the model to be accu-
rate or useful. Real systems, behaving as a continuum, exhibit resonant 
phenomena beyond the highest mode modelled as the range of validity 
of a given model is exceeded. Thus, unmodelled dynamics are a key 
source of uncertainty with which control systems must contend. We 
will pursue nonlinear controller robustness in magnetic bearing systems 
by postulating a fairly simple flexible rotor system. This rotor will be 
modelled at increasing levels of sophistication, and nonlinear control-
lers will be designed to maintain the shaft centered in the bearings. We 
will then compare the eigenanalysis and transient response of this flex-
ible rotor under the assumption of a "perfect model" (i.e., no uncer-
tainty). Finally, in an effort to address this uncertainty, we will derive a 
robust nonlinear controller based on the crude rotor model, but imple-
ment that controller on the more sophisticated model. Thus, we hope to 
gain insight regarding the performance of a given nonlinear controller 
on a real system. 
DYNAMIC MODEL 
A generic flexible horizontal rotor supported in controlled de electro-
magnetic bearings is shown in Figure I. For the present discussion, we 
will assume a four pole bearing structure as indicated. More impor-
tantly, we will also assume that these magnetic actuators are current-
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FIGURE 1: GENERIC MAGNETIC BEARING SYSTEM (4 POLE BEARING STRUCTURE, CURRENT-DRIVEN) 
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FIGURE 2: PHYSICAL SYSTEM MODEL OF INTEREST 
driven. Thus the control effort will appear explicitly in the dynamics of 
the rotor, obviating the need of accounting for the electrical dynamics 
more accurately. This was done in order to simplify the mathematical 
treatment for the sake of clarity. Additionally, it is assumed that the 
magnetic actuator forces will be applied at discrete points on the shaft 
journals. This is tantamount to assuming that the pole face area of the 
electromagnets subtends a "small" fraction of the cylindrical journal 
surface area, and this assumption is in keeping with contemporary treat-
ments. Furthermore, any eddy current force contributions will be as-
sumed to be suppressed through the laminated journals attached to the 
shaft. Hebbale (1985) and Yoshimoto (1983) both discuss the analyti-
cal treatment of the eddy current effect in controlled electromagnetic 
bearings. In Figure 1, the axially controlled electromagnets (thrust bear-
ing) are not shown. In the development that follows, we will refer to 
the bearings as "left" and "right", and physical variables at each loca-
tion will be so designated. We now present as our physical system the 
overhung rotor shown in Figure 2. The overhung "disk" in Figure 2 
might represent the impeller of some high speed device of interest. We 
will employ the fixed reference frame indicated in Figure 2 to express 
the dynamics of the rotor. 
Two popular methods of flexible system modelling, of course, are the 
lumped parameter approach and the finite element techniques, and ei-
ther of these strategies could serve our purposes here. The lumped pa-
rameter approach offers the advantage of maintaining a diagonal mass 
matrix in the equations of motion, and this simplifies the mathematics 
of the controller development somewhat, since we avoid coupling in the 
highest derivatives (i.e., as opposed to finite element techniques which 
yield a full mass matrix). We will postpone comment about the finite 
element models and proceed with the lumped parameter approach. We 
will adopt the notation of Childs (1993) and state the equations of mo-
tion in the fixed reference frame. Thus, we consider rigid body i with 
body-fixed (local) axes Xi, Yi, Zi where the Zi axis is the nominal axis 
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of symmetry. Vector gi locates the origin of the Xi, Yi. Zi frame in 
the inertial frame X. Y, Z. Vector ~ i locates the mass center of the 
rigid body in the Xi , Yi , Zi frame. Finally, we have the Z axis as the 
nominal spin axis of the rotor, and that rotation will be designated by 
the angular variable $ (taken positive in the positive Z direction). As-
suming that our rotor is restrained from translating in the Z direction, 
we are interested in the Rix, RiY components of the displacement 
vector gi . The linear momentum principle yields: 
where [
cos q, 
= sincj) 
(l) 
(2) 
are the fixed frame components of the mass imbalance vector, and we 
take a iz = 0. which assumes that the Xi , Yi • Zi frame is oriented 
such that the center of mass of rigid body i is located in the Xi-Yi plane. 
fix, fiY and fix, fiY are the components, respectively, of the exter-
nal and the elastic reaction forces acting on rigid body i . Included in 
fix, fiY will be the active bearing forces and dissipative terms. The 
angular degrees of freedom will be designated by the angles ~ iY , ~ iX 
which are rotations of the rigid body about theY, X axes respectively. 
We have (neglecting second-order terms in the "small" angles): 
Jti~iY 
JlijjiX 
[l·xz] [cosell -sinellJ[hu] where J :vz = sin ell cos ell 1 iyz 
(3) 
(4) 
are the fixed frame products of inertia J li , J pi are, respectively. the 
transverse and polar moments of inertia. In equations (3) and (4). we 
have assumed an axially symmetric rigid body since we have not dis-
tinguished the transverse moments of inertia about the fixed frame axes. 
Analogously with equations (l) and (2), MiX, MiY and MiX, Miv 
represent the external and elastic reaction moments of the rigid body 
about the designated axes. We will assume torsional rigidity and ex-
press our final degree of freedom with the axial rotation equation of 
motion: 
(5) 
We will employ body-fixed (local) axes coincident with principal axes 
such that our fixed frame products of inertia vanish,. For modest~­
lational accelerations and unbalance vectors, the th1rd term of equauon 
(5) will not substantially affect the analysis, and we may therefore ap-
proximate equation (5) with: 
(6) 
The elastic reaction forces acting on adjacent rigid bodies in the X-Z 
plane will be taken from the stiffness matrix definitions as follows 
(Lalanne and Ferraris, 1990): 
[ 
6 3L 
__ 2EI 3L 2L2 
- L3 -6 -3L 
3L L2 
-6 
-3L 
6 
-3L 
(7) 
and for a flexibly symmetric rotor, we will use the same elastic defmi-
tions for the Y -Z plane in the analagous terms 
[i\v M1x f2 y M2Xr . Thestiffnessmatrixabove~efers,of 
course, to two rigid bodies with elastic forces from only one mterven-
ing beam element. For the general case of a serie~ of rigid mef!lbers 
compliantly connected, we will employ the notauonal converuence 
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from Childs ( 1993) and referto each stiffness matrix with a superscript. 
Thus, for three rigid bodies joined by two elastic elements: 
f,x 
M,y 
f2X 
M2Y 
f3x 
M3y 
[K)=-
R,x 
~IY 
= -[K] :2X 
f'2Y 
R3x 
~3Y 
Kit Kb Kb 
K~1 K~2 K~3 
K1t K12 (K13 +K~3) 
K~1 Kh (K~3+Ka3> 
0 0 K~3 
0 0 K~3 
Kl4 
K~4 
(K14 +K~4) 
<Kk +KL> 
K54 
K~ 
(8) 
where each 4x4 component of the banded matrix is as defined in equa-
tion (7). As we have already mentioned, we will assume a symmetrical 
rotor and, therefore, we will be using an identical model stiffness ma-
trix for motion in the Y-Z plane. 
3-DISK MODEL 
Returning to our physical system shown in Figure 2. we consider the 
most crude lumped parameter representation and model it with the 3-
disk approximation depicted in Figure 3. Here, the mass and inertia of 
the flexible beam elements have been divided equally between the ad-
jacent rigid "disks". Employing equations (I)- (4) and (6),lhis l3 de-
gree-of-freedom model may be expressed as: 
[
[M] 0 1:; [[C 0 ] 
0 [M].f + [C0 ] 
J$ = LMz 
where 
T ~ = l~x-z ~v-zl 
m, 
Jtl 
[M] = 
0 
a, 
0 
[Co]= 
0 
m2 
(l2 
(9) 
(10) 
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and we have included [C0 ] to reflect translational damping, but have 
not labored to include terms owing to transverse rotational damping. 
Remaining external forces primarily include the magnetic bearing 
forces which we have combined as pseudoinputs (u's), or the net verti-
cal and horizontal actuator forces at the left and right bearings. The as-
sumed positive direction of these pseudoinputs is also indicated in 
Figure 3. Since we had chosen local frame axes to coincide with princi-
pal axes, all terms owing to products of inertia vanished from equations 
(3) and (4), and are therefore not present in the external force vector 
above. Neither do we choose to represent any other external moments. 
In some real device, of course, one would model fluid interaction forces, 
seals, couplings, etc. The stiffness submatrix [K] in equation (9) is as 
defined by (8), where, obviously, the geometry and material properties 
(i.e., E, I, L) are, in general, unique for each element. We will defer the 
eigenanalysis of this 3-disk model until we have specified our control 
functions. 
ACTUATOR FORCE RELATIONSHIPS 
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Referring to Figures I and 3, we pursue the nonlinear relationships that 
comprise the bearing forces and begin with the magnetic energy expres-
sion (Woodson and Melcher, 1990, or Sortore, 1990)): 
W m = .{ _I_B2dv 
:t'v 2j..l 
where J..l = J..lrJ..lo , and vis a volume of interest 
We will neglect leakage and fringing in this simplified model, and as-
sume that, in the air gaps, iron paths, and journal, the magnetic flux and 
flux density are constant. Also, the iron will be treated as operating be-
low saturation; we will further assume that it is behaving linearly in this 
region. We examine a single electromagnet for which the cross section 
of the flux paths will be approximated as remaining constant in each 
medium. 
f I 2 wm = -B dv = -- 2g+-!!2.!!....+-- A 8
2 
[ (. fj.OUCD l
2J..lo J..liron J..l joum g v 2j..l 
MMF = Nl = 9t<l> 
where 9t,<l> denote the magnetic reluctance and the 
magnetic flux in the paths, respectively 
lpath 9t=---'----
Under the assumption of no leakage, 
<l> gap = <l> iron = <l> joum = <l> 
NI 
<l> = -=-----------,:---
[ 
2 g f iron f journ ]1 
-+---+ -
Jlo llolliroo J..lolljourn Ag 
(11) 
(12) 
Now taking B = <1> I A 8 and making the appropriate substitutions into 
equation ( 11 ), 
(13) 
from which the force acting on the rotor from the actuator may be de-
termined, 
(14) 
The above expression is the sum of the two contributions of the actua-
tor force directed along each axis of the pole faces. In general, this must 
be multiplied by the cosine of the angle between the axis of the actuator 
and the axis of a pole face. Therefore, 
and 
2 
== _ Kalr,i 
2 gr,i 
2 
Kit,i 
e. ejoum 
where we have written E = __!!!!!!... + --
Finally, we shall say that 
uth Fo-Ff4 
Fn -Fn 
ll iron ll joum 
Urv 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
We recognize that our neglect of fringing fields will be manifested in 
part by the inaccuracy of equation (16) as the gap length approaches 
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both large and small characteristic dimensions. However, we are moti-
vated to make use of this simplified actuator model by the knowledge 
that a real system would employ back-up bearings to assure finite gap 
length in case of power failure, etc. Further, our primary interest is to 
animate the discussion at hand, and equation (16) will be adequate at 
present. 
CONTROLLER DESIGN (3-DISK MODEL) 
For the case of the nonlinear regulator problem, we take ~as the de-
sired air gap length, and we write the expressions for the eight air gap 
lengths. Here, we recognize that an air gap length expression along a 
given axis is only a weak function of motion along a perpendicular axis 
for many practical geometries (Sortore, 1990). Thus, 
g() = ~- R2y 
gl2 = ~+R2y 
go=~- Rzx 
g£4 = ~+R2x 
grl = ~-RJy 
gr2 = ~+R3y 
gr3 = ~- R3x 
gr4 = ~+R3x 
(18) 
Obviously, these eight expressions are not all independent, and a mini-
mum set of four will be needed. Selecting a vertical and horizontal gap 
length error on both the left and right bearings as our system outputs, 
these may be differentiated successively until the control pseudoinputs 
appear. Through this input-output linearization (Slotine and Li, 1991 ), 
the resulting equations may then be solved algebraically for the 
pseudoinputs such that: 
i) the nonlinearities are cancelled 
ii) exponentially stable, linear closed loop error 
dynamics are assured 
iii) robustness is provided in the face of structured 
(parameter) uncertainty and/or 
unrnodelled dynamics 
Beginning with g 11 , we obtain from the mathematical model of equa-
tions (9): 
g(l =get-~ 
g!l = -R2v 
. . 
gtl = -R2v 
:: •• - • • 2 
gn = -R2y = -(l/m2){-f2y -aR2y +m2a2v<l> 
go=go-~ 
go=-R2x 
~o = -R2x 
:: •• - • • 2 
go= -R2x = -(l/m2){-f2x -aR2x +m2a2x<l> 
+m 2a 2 y~+ut'h} 
grl = grl- ~ 
grl =- R3Y 
~rl = -R3Y 
: .• - • . 2 
grl =- R3Y = -(II m3 ){ -f 3Y - aR3Y + m3a3v.P 
ir3 = gr3 -~ 
ir3 = -R3x 
ir3 = -R3x 
- m3a3X$- m3g + urv} 
: .. - • • 2 
gr3 = - R3x =-(1/m3){-f3x-aR3x+m3a3xcl> 
+ m3a3Y$ +urn} 
Therefore, we choose our control functions as: 
+ m2 {c,gn +c2gll} 
- • • 2 .. 
ulb = {f2X +aR2x -m2a2Xcp -m2a2Ycp} 
+ m2{c,go +c2gl3} 
- • • 2 .. 
urv = {f3Y +aR3Y -m3a3v.P +m3a3x.P+m3g} 
+ m3 {c,grl +c2gr1} 
- . '2 .. 
urn= {f3x +aR3x -m3a3x.P -m3aJycl>} 
(19) 
where the reader is referred to equations (8) for the notational expan-
sion of the elastic forces. In the controllaw(s) specified above, the first 
terms in braces represent the nonlinear cancellation, while the last terms 
provide for linear, exponentially stable closed loop error dynamics. For 
the sake of brevity, we shall refer to equations ( 19) as the UO controller. 
Upon substitution of equations (19) into the error dynamics equations 
above, we see: 
g(( + clg t l + c2gl1 0 
.. 
gt3 + clgO + c2gt3 0 
.. 
(20) 
grl + clgrl + c2grl 0 
gr3 + clgr3 + c2gr3 0 
which implies g' s ~ 0 as t ~ oo provided that we guarantee posi-
tive feedback gains. We have chosen here to specify equally conver-
gent error dynamics along each axis (i.e., X and Y) for both bearings, 
but in the general case, one might pursue another course of action. Fur-
thermore, we will be selecting slightly overdamped roots in an effort to 
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avoid introducing possible resonant phenomena if the shaft speed 
should correspond to controller natural frequencies in the general case 
of an imperfect model. In other words, with model uncertainty, our non-
linear cancellation will be imperfect (the first terms of the controllaw(s) 
of ( 19)), and the physical system will respond as with terms on the r.h.s. 
of equations (20) which will be harmonic in the shaft speed as is evi-
dentfrom aiX ,aiY ' 
From our definitions in equations ( 17) and the bearing force models in 
equations (15) and (16), we choose to specify the currents Ir,i , Ir,i 
according to whether the control law in question requires positive or 
negative effort. Thus, only one of the vertical or horizontal electromag-
net pairs is activated at a given time, and we recognize that this strategy 
is only one of many possible controller schemes. We now proceed with 
the eigenanalysis of our 3-disk model. 
EIGENANALYSIS (3-DISK MODEL) 
Proceeding conventionally, we substitute equations (19) into the math-
ematical model of equations (9) and consider the homogeneous vibra-
tion equations: 
[ [M0
'l 0 l [[Ci:>l -[Cal] . + [[K'l 0 l 
[M'lf + [Cal [C0l ~ 0 [K'lf=Q 
or, [M")i + [C"]_i + [K"]~ 
where 
T ~=[!x-z~v-z1 
0 
(21) 
(22) 
= [RIX ~IY R2X ~ 2 Y R3x ~3Y R1y ~IX R2y ~2X R3Y ~3X]T 
0 
[M'] = 
[Col= 0 
0 
0 
cpJ pi 0 
0 
[Ca1= 
.PJp2 
0 0 
cj,J p3 
Kll Kl2 Kl3 I K14 0 0 
I K21 I K22 I K23 I K24 0 0 
[K' ]= 0 0 m2c2 0 0 0 I I I 2 (K!w +Kit) 2 K2 K41 K42 (K43 + K43) K45 46 
0 0 0 0 m3c2 0 
0 0 2 K~ 2 K~ K63 K65 
U' 
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FIGURE 4: CAMPBELL DIAGRAM (3-DISK MODEL) 
TABLE 1: 3-DISK MODEL PARAMETERS 
2 2 -9 2 J ti: . 000638 kgm J 12 : . 000657 kgm J 13 : 7. 9 x lO kgm 
m 1: .228 kg m 2 : . 192 kg m3: .130 kg 
alx : .000381 m aly: 0 a: 1.5 N- sec/ m 
a2x: - .000127 m a2y: 0 6 : .001 m ci: 65 
a3x: .000127 m a3y: 0 Ka: 8x 10-6 c2: 1050 
TABLE 2: 3-DISK MODEL FORWARD AND BACKWARD CRITICAL SPEEDS 
Forward Synchronous Whirl Backward Synchronous Whirl 
rocrl = FW(l) = 148 rad/sec rocr1 = BW(l) = 148 rad/sec 
(1429 rpm) (1416 rom) 
00cr2 = FW(2) = 1388 rad/sec 00 cr2 = BW(2) = 1175 rad/sec 
(13 254 rom) (ll 220 rpm) 
00cr3 = FW(3) = 2207 rad/sec 00cr3 == BW(3) = 2126 rad/sec 
(21 075 rpm (20 302 rpm) 
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FIGURE 6: BACKWARD SYNCHRONOUS WHIRL MODE SHAPES (3-DISK MODEL) 
Now, defining X = [~ ~] T and rewriting equation (22) in first-order 
eigenvalue form: 
[
[M"] 
[0] 
[0]] [[C"] [I] ! + -[I] [K"]] -[0] ~ . - Q (23) 
The eigenvalues are given in the Campbell diagram in Figure 4 for the 
parameters specified in Table I. The masses and inertias in Table I are 
the effective values at each of the three nodes. Since we assumed a sym-
metrically stiff rotor, we only examine theY -Z (vertical) plane. From 
our original 12 degrees of freedom in equations (9), our feedback has 
decoupled the translational degrees at both bearing journals, thus leav-
ing only 4 degrees of freedom per plane. This, of course, presumes per-
fect knowledge of the plant dynamics. 
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The first three forward and backward synchronous whirl critical 
speeds are given in Table 2, and the mode shapes for both forward and 
backward synchronous whirl are shown in Figures 5 and 6. These mode 
shapes have been sketched in with the aid of a cubic polynomial fitted 
between cons~~tive ~odal points su~h that the slope and displacement 
boundary conditiOns (I.e., from the eigenvector) were satisfied. Obvi-
ously, the points corresponding to the bearings remain at zero displace-
ment under the decoupling of our control law . 
. From the <;ampbell Diagram in Figure 4, the highest natural frequency 
IS substanually greater than the lower three, and we should certainly 
expect that this crude 3-disk model will be inappropriate as we approach 
the highest natural frequency modelled. We therefore have not both-
ered to plot the fourth mode shape, as we will not be interested in the 
rotor response beyond 30-40000 rpm. 
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FIGURE 7: TRANSIENT RESPONSE DEFLECTIONS (3-DISK MODEL) 
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FIGURE 9: 5-DISK MODEL 
TRANSIENT RESPONSE (3-DISK MODEL) 
This 3-disk, 13 degree-of-freedom model was implemented numeri-
cally using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with automatic step size 
adjustment. We deliberately specified an aluminum modulus (see 
Table 1) in order that the system natural _frequen~~s wo~ld remain of 
manageable magnitude to insure numencal stability Without unduly 
burdensome simulation times. This obviated any need for modal de-
composition as might be appropriate in a larger, sti_ffer model. ~so. 
we chose a linear speed of rotation law to emphasize system c~tlcal 
speeds equally rather than directly employ the first-order dynarrucs of 
equation(lO). We specified~ = 1047rad/sec2 (lOOOO~m/sec)com­
mencing at t =.6 sec. The initial condition vector was obtamed by solv-
ing the static beam deflection problem. That is, we assumed the rotor 
to be at rest in the bearings with finite gap lengths of0.3 mm (a reason-
able expectation of back-up bearing clearance. Also, we assumed the 
initial state vector to exhibit nonzero components in the vertical (Y -Z) 
plane only. The nonzero components of the initial condition vector are 
given by (in SI units): 
!o [Rtv Ptx R2Y ~2x R3y ~3xl T 
T [-.0039 .00994 -.0007 .00869 .0007 .008231 
The transient response curves of the nodes in theY -Z (vertical) plane 
are shown in Figure 7, where the abscissa reflects both time and rota-
tional speed. These curves reflect mass unbalance radii with magni-
tudes of I% of disk radii, and these selections were purely arbitrary. The 
first critical speed appears clearly while subsequent critical speeds do 
not reflect excessive shaft response. The actuator constant Ka (which 
was specified equally for all electromagnets) is also rather artificial and 
thus the currents shown in Figures 8 and 9 are simply intended for quali-
tative interest. We only show the maximum bearing currents, which, in 
light of the gravitational forces, circulate in the top electromagnet coils 
of each bearing. The other currents display similar behavior. 
5-DISK MODEL 
We now concern ourselves with a higher level of sophistication in our 
model by considering the 5-disk representation illustrated in Figure 9. 
The mass and inertia of the compliant members is now lumped into con-
ceptual"disks" at the midpoints of the respective shaft spans in straight-
forward fashion. The relevant nodes which we seek to control are those 
of the bearing journals at numbers three and five. As before, the homo-
geneous portion of the model under control action becomes: 
[[M0'1 o ]·· [£Col [M'l !+ [CG] -[CG 1]. [[K'] 0 t _ [Col ! + o [K'lf -Q (24) 
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FIGURE 10: CAMPBELL DIAGRAM (5-DISK MODEL) 
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where the component matrices are now lOx 10 rather than 6x6 to re-
flect the additional eight degrees of freedom. 
The stiffness component matrix used in equations (24) was the appro-
priate banded extension of that given in the 3-disk model, but now we 
have decoupled the 5th, 9th, 15th, and 19th equation in the set of (24). 
CONTROLLER DESIGN (5-DISK MODEL) 
The input/output feedback linearization controller implicit in the above 
model was obtained in precisely the same manner as was done with the 
3-disk model. That is, the controllaw(s) for this 5-disk model resembles 
equations ( 19): 
+ m3 ( c,gCI + c2gCI} 
- • • 2 .. 
u£h = (f3X +aR3X -m3a3x<P -m3a3Y<jl} 
+ m3(c1g 0 +c2g 0 } 
Urv = 
- . • 2 •• 
(fsy +aRsy -msasy<P +msasx<P+msg} 
+ ms (c,g,, +c2grtl 
- . '2 .. 
0 rh = (fsx +aRsx -msasx<P -msasy<P} 
TABLE 3: 5-DISK MODEL PARAMETERS 
L 1: .167m L2 : .167m L 3: .084 m L 4 : .084 m 
E 1: 30x10
9 Pa E2 : 30x10
9 Pa E 3 : 30x10
9 Pa E4 : 30xl0
9 Pa 
11: 1.4x10-
9 
m
4 12 : 1.4x10-
9 
m
4 13 : 1.4x10-
9 
m
4 14 : 1.4x10-
9 m 4 
m 2 : .062 kg 
J tl: . 000349 kgm 2 J t2 : . 000578 kgm 
2 J tJ: . 00033 kgm 2 
m 5: .1145kg 
J ts: . 000042 kgm 2 
a: 1.5 Nsec/ m 6.: .001 m -{; Ka: 8x10 
TABLE 4: 5-DISK MODEL FORWARD AND BACKWARD CRITICAL SPEEDS 
Forward Synchronous Whirl 
rocrl = FW(l) = 156 rad/sec 
(1490rpm) 
roc, 2 = FW(2) = 1424 rad/sec 
(13,598 rpm) 
rocrJ = FW(3) =2312rad/sec 
(22,078 rpm) 
roc,4 = FW(4) = 3690 rad/sec 
(35,237 rpm) 
rocrs = FW(5) = 4220 rad/sec 
(40,298 rpm) 
II 
Backward Synchronous Whirl 
rocrl = BW(1) = 154 rad/sec 
(1471 rpm) 
roc, 2 = BW(2) = 1203 rad/sec 
(11 ,488 rpm) 
rocrJ = BW(3) = 2212 rad/sec 
(21,123rpm) 
roc, 4 = BW(4) =3430rad/sec 
(32,754 rpm) 
rocrs = BW(5) = 3820 rad/sec 
(36,478 rpm) 
(25) 
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FIGURE 11: FORWARD SYNCHRONOUS WHIRL MODE SHAPES (5-DISK MODEL) 
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FIGURE 12: BACKWARD SYNCHRONOUS WHIRL MODE SHAPES (5-DISK MODEL) 
EIGENANAL YSIS (5-DISK MODEL) 
Proceeding in the manner identical with equation (23), we examine the 
Y-Z plane of equations (24) and provide the natural frequencies as a 
function of rotational speed in the Campbell diagram of Figure 10. The 
parameters used are given in Table 3. 
The first five forward and backward synchronous whirl critical speeds 
are given in Table 4, and the first three forward and backward whirl 
modes are shown in figures 11 and 12. 
12 
TRANSIENT RESPONSE (5-DISK MODEL) 
This 21 degree-of-freedom model was implemented using the same 
speed of rotation law as the previous modeL The nonzero components 
of the initial condition vector were determined as before by solving the 
static problem. They are: 
~o = [Rtv ~IX R2v ~2x R3y ~3X R4y ~4X R5Y ~sx1T 
(- . 0040 .0100 -.0020 .0100 -.0007 
. 0090 0. 0000 . 0080 . 0007 . 0080) T 
0.01 
20 40 .50 Speed (10' rpm) 
r----------------.~----------------~--~------~~~ 10 30 
1.E-3 
S.E-4 
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Time (sec) 
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FIGURE 13: TRANSIENT RESPONSE DEFLECTIONS (5-DISK MODEL) 
The transient response deflections of theY -Z plane are given in Figure 
13 against both rotational speed and time. We have omitted the deflec-
tion of R 4y since it does not reveal any more qualitative information 
concerning critical speeds than does R 1 y , R 2 y . 
13 
The critical speeds from Table 3 have been noted. The most obvious 
distinction in Figure 13 is the introduction of excessively flexible vi-
bratory response commencing in the fourth mode. Fortunately, we have 
a fairly smooth operating range up to about 30000 rpm. One would 
probably restrict the system's operating speed below the fourth critical. 
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FIGURE 14: TRANSIENT RESPONSE CURRENTS {5-DISK MODEL) 
Thus, for the physical system under consideration (Figure 2), the 3-disk 
model appears to have been satisfactory through the first three modelled 
natural frequencies. The additional refinement has served to provide a 
useful upper bound on operating speed. The maximum bearing currents 
are provided in Figure 14. 
ROBUSTNESS AND THE INDEFINITE MODEL 
In the none too facetious words of Cellier ( 1991 ): 
All too often, simulation is a love story 
with an unhappy ending. We create a model of a 
system, and then fall in love with it. Since love is 
usually blind, we immediately forget all about the 
experimental frame, we forget that this is not the 
real world, but that it represents the world only 
under a very limited set of experimental conditions 
(we become "model addicts"). 
In that spirit, we pursue considerations of robustness in nonlinear con-
trol design, and these have been widely addressed through the so-called 
sliding mode technique. While we cannot hope to give adequate treat-
ment of the mathematics behind this method here, fairly comprehen-
sive discussions can be found in the literature (Slotine and Li , 1991 , 
Fernandez and Hedrick , 1987, etc.). For example, consider the general 
nth order, single input system: 
X 0 = f(X) + g(_3)U (26) 
[ . .. (n-I))T . h If xis the scalar output, and~= x, x, x, ... , x IS t estate vec-
tor, then the control problem is to force the state~ to track a specific 
. . . .. (n-I))T . th ~ fd tJme-varymgstate !d = [xd,xd,xd, .. . ,xd m e,aceo y-
namic uncertainty on fW and g(~). For the tracking to be achieved 
without a transient, we must have the initial condition: 
14 
(27) 
We define x = x- xd as the tracking error, with an appropriate error 
vector. Now a time-varying surface in the state space is defined by the 
scalar equation s(x.t) = 0, with 
( J
o-1 
s(x,t) = :t +A. x (28) 
where A. is a strictly positive constant. Notice in the development that 
n equals the number of differentiations of the output variable one must 
perform in order to retrieve the control input. If, for example, n=2, then 
equation (28) results in: 
(29) 
With the initial condition given by equation (27), tracking~ = ~ is 
equivalent to remaining on the surface s(x,t) for alit> 0. s = 0 is a linear 
differential equation whose unique solution is ~ = Q given the initial 
condition of equation (27). Therefore, our control problem becomes 
that of maintaining s(x,t) = 0. Slotine and Li ( 1991) demonstrate that if 
u is chosen such that 
I d 2 
--s s; -TJisl 
2 dt 
where TJ is strictly positive 
(30) 
is satisfied, then our surface will be attractive, and all trajectories of the 
error vector will be constrained to converge on the surface and remain 
there. Several types of functions will obey equation (30) (Siotine and 
Li, 1991, Pradeep and Gurumoorthy, 1993), the classic example of 
which is the following: 
u 
.. 
FIGURE 15: DISCONTINUOUS CONTROL FUNCTION 
u 
FIGURE 16: "SMOOTHED" CONTROL FUNCTION 
u = u-~sgn(s) (31) 
where u is the nominal control function which cancels the 
nonlinearities of the nominal model. The form of this function is illus-
trated in Figure 15. To detennine u , we need only differentiate our 
surface s(x,t) once. In the example (i.e., n=2), 
.. . . . 
s = i +AX= x- xd +AX= f(~)+g(!)u- xd +AX 
and we therefore choose, 
(32) 
where f(!) is the nominal model, and If<!)- f(!)l :SF is our uncer-
tainty or model error. Substituting this nominal control function into 
equation (31 ), and the result into the example plant given by equation 
(26), we obtain: 
I d 2 A 
--s = ss = [f(x)- f(x)- ~sgn(s}]s 
2 dt - -
= (f(!)- f(!)}s- ~lsi 
15 
Using our expression for the model uncertainty magnitude, and letting 
~ = F + 11 , we obtain: 
I d 2 
--s :S -11lsl 
2 dt 
In practice, the use of the discontinuous sgn(.) function results in high 
frequency control activity or chattering (Slotine and Li , 1991 ). A trade-
off is usually made between tracking performance and smooth control 
such that the sgn(.) function is replaced (for example) by the sat(.) 
function, where: 
sat(.)= (.) ifl(.)kl 
sat(.)= sgn(.) otherwise 
Now the discontinuity has been eliminated, and the control function 
"smoothed", but at the price of tracking performance. The desired form 
of the control function now becomes: 
u=u-~sat(s/r) (33) 
where r is a boundary layer thickness, as shown in Figure 16. Fur-
thermore, it can be shown that satisfying equation (30) guarantees that 
if equation (27) is not met exactly, then the surface will still be reached 
in a finite time smaller than ls(t = O)l I 11 . 
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FIGURE 17: DISPLACEMENTS OF 5-DISK MODEL USING 3-DISK SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER 
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Returning to our 3-disk model, we define our surfaces as: 
St = g(l + Agll 
s2 =go+ !..go 
S3 = grl + l..grl 
S4 = gr3 + l..gr3 
and differentiate each surface one time in order to recover the control 
input: 
5• = grt + l..g(l 
- • • 2 •• 
=-II m2 {-f 2Y +aR2Y + m2a2ycp - m2a2Xcp- m2g} 
-(llm2)uev +l..gn 
52 =go+ !..go 
- . . 2 •• 
=-II m2 {-f2X +aR2X + m2a2Xcp + m2a 2ycp} 
-(l/m2)uih +Ago 
53= grt +l..grt 
- • • 2 •• 
=-I/ m3 { -f 3y + aR3y + m3a 3ycp - m3a3x41- m3g} 
-(11m3)urv +Agrl 
- • • 2 •• 
=-11m3 {-f 3X + aR3x + m3a3x4l + m3a3ycjl} 
-(11m3 )urn + l..gr3 
Thus, we shall choose our control functions as: 
+ m 2 l..g t l + m21;1sat(s1 I f) 
- • • 2 •• 
u,_b = {f2X +aR2x -m2a 2x41 -m2a2Ycp} 
+ m2A.g t3 + m21;2sat(s2 I f) 
- • • 2 •• 
urv = {f3y +aR3Y -m3a3ycp +m3a3x41+m 3g} (34) 
+ m31..grl + m31;3sat(s3/ f) 
- • • 2 •• 
urn= {f3x +aR3x -m3aJx41 -m3a3ycp} 
+ m31..gr3 + m31;4sat(s4/ f) 
where substitution reveals si = - SiSat(si I f) which satisfies 
equation (30), thus guaranteeing attractive surfaces. 
The controllaw(s) specified in equations (34) were implemented on 
the 5-disk model to serve as a brief example of unmodelled dynamics. 
This is shown in Figure 17. The sliding mode controller parameters 
were chosen (equally) as: 
17 
I;: 4000 
A.: 40 
r: .05 
and the rotor was accelerated through 30000 rpm, as we are not inter-
ested in the excessively vibratory modes beyond this speed (refer Fig-
ure 13). Although we have removed the restriction of the bearing 
journals remaining at zero displacement (i.e., nominal gap length), the 
above choice of controller parameters displays similar behavior as the 
5-disk model "perfect controller" . 
CONCLUSIONS 
For the purists who object to our lumped parameter models, we will 
briefly touch on the ramifications of the finite element description of 
the flexible rotor. Consider the general multiple degree-of-freedom sys-
tem: 
[MJ! + [CG +Col_! + [K]~ = F (35) 
where all matrices are nondiagonal, and [K] is as previously defined. 
Owing to coupling in the highest derivatives implied in a nondiagonal 
mass matrix, we will recover second-order derivatives of the states 
when we differentiate our gap length errors (as in the 110 con~oller de-
velopment). If one initially multiplies equation (35) by £Mr , we can 
diagonalize the mass matrix, but this couples control action in our other 
state equations, and one will be led to solve for the control functions (as 
in equations (19), (25)) simultaneously, rather than directly. We see 
(36) 
such that ~ e t , which may be written as -R 2y in the 3-disk model, 
now contains all control functions (for a full mass matrix), as do the 
other gap length errors, since the row corresponding to the coordinate 
R2y will contain some appropriate linear combination of all the ele-
ments of E__ • It was in the interest of avoiding this mathematical incon-
venience that we pursued the lumped parameter representation of our 
system. 
It will be recalled from the definitions of the elastic forces appearing 
in the 3-disk controller equations, that we are feeding back the coordi-
nates of the adjacent nodes of our bearing journal in our nonlinear can-
cellation. Thus, in the 3-disk model, the left bearing journal control 
requires position and angle information from the "end disk". In con-
trast, the 5-disk model controller required measurement of the coordi-
nates of the shaft mid-span "points", and needless to say, one may be 
more convenient than the other. Of course, this remains within the con-
text of compensation without the use of an effective observer. We de-
fer to a later date any discussion of nonlinear observers, etc. 
We deliberately avoided any treatment regarding modal decomposi-
tion of rotordynamic systems by postulating a sufficiently flexible ro-
tor. Also, we recognize that the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is 
not necessarily the best approach for numerically stiff systems. We are 
encouraged by the recent progress in "stiff integrator'' algorithms, and 
all computational output has been duplicated using the DVODE soft-
ware. 
Pradeep and Gurumoorthy (1993), have treated many other effective 
nonlinear controller schemes, at least within the context of the rigid 
rotor. Our primary interest has been in elucidating the general structure 
of such discontinuous controllers as the sliding mode method, within 
the framework of flexible rotordynarnics. We have avoided the consid-
eration of voltage-driven actuators to simplify matters, and we shall 
defer that topic to a later date as well. 
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FIGURE 18: CURRENTS FOR 3-DISK SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTED ON 5-DISK MODEL 
We do not wish to leave the impression that uncertainty in the model 
of the flexible rotor itself (as in our treatment) is necessarily the justifi-
cation for effectively robust controllers. More realistically, one might 
be concerned with models of the fluid interaction forces, intermittent 
rotor/stator contact models, structural damping, etc., and it is these in-
definite features of the rotordynamic problem which one might be in-
terested in accommodating. 
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